Yavinsky Injured;
Finished For Season

The Vice President told the alumnae, "The only other experienced quarterback that we've got is probably our starting quarterback Don Taylor and he's been lost for the remainder of the season because of an injury." Dr. Cooper concluded by saying he felt "the Evaluation should be followed up with much more thoroughness than it has been in the past."
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Maybe It's The Way You Sleep?

Next time you visit Dean Lacy about a problem don't be surprised if he hands you a blanket and tells you to go to sleep. First it was word association, then ink spots, now it's how you sleep that really discloses the true prised if he hands you a blanket about a problem don't be sur-
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MATHER HALL

Closes October 3rd

What's Left Over

AS A RESULT of the Senate-sponsored "books for Bir Zelt", approximately 600 books were delivered in 22 cartons to the Israeli University this summer. John Volkman, a Bir Zelt teacher, selected the books from the 1900 books which were donated by Trinity Men.

Funds provided by CARE made possible the transportation of the books to Bir Zelt.

The BOOK DRIVE was suggested to Senator David Lee last spring by Dr. Robert J. Means of the psychology department, who had visited the Israeli school.

Lacy Laments...

(from continued page 1)

the fraternity system at the college. During the same meeting a motion to alter the college drinking laws was unanimously passed by the IFC. The motion, subject to interpretation by the executive of the IFC, stated that fraternity drinking be hidden from public view in accordance with college and state regulations as to cause a public affront. The old ruling prohibited any fraternity from consuming alcoholic beverages except in their respective houses. Taking into consideration the space problems of such houses as Theta Pi and Phi Psi as well as the desirability of outside parties during good weather, the IFC suggested that suitable fences be erected to enclose the yard areas from public view. The responsibility will lie with the fraternities to secure and erect fences. Discussion of the motion will be continued at next week's meeting.

Finally Dean Lacy again reminded the college's position on fraternity hazing, "incidents of hazing either by brothers or pledges will be presented with vigor," the Dean promised, "academic responsibility at Trinity are too important to be jeopardized by child's play."

Storage...

(first continued from Page 1)

"We pay up to $124 a month for our apartments," Senator To-

dez declared. "Efficient janitorial service, nearby shopping, and a convenient, well-patrolled parking lot, it is true, come with this premium price. But it is almost too much to have our Alma Mater protect our bulky valuable nine months of our four year stay at Trinity!"

"WITH ASTOUNDING SUCCINCT-

NESS, Dean Lacy presented the Administration's view: "contrary to popular belief, you can take it with you."

The Senate unanimously disa-
gritted, however, enforcing Tozer's motion to the college.

In other business Election Com-

mittee chairman Donald Taylor announced the candidates for the forthcoming elections of the Class of 1964. For President: Robert V. Van Camp, C. Michael Muska,</ref><ref>than L. Stolz, A. Timothy Wales, For Secretary-Treasurer: Steven Berkowitz, William Frackleton, Eric Sayers, Bradford T. Welling. Balloting will be held Wednesday, Oct. 5.

President John Waggett an-

nounced that registration for the driver's test and physical exam-

ination will be in the Malter Hall lobby throughout entire week. The entire test takes less than 40 minutes.

Finally Dean Lacy again reminded the college's position on fraternity hazing, "incidents of hazing either by brothers or pledges will be presented with vigor," the Dean promised, "academic responsibility at Trinity are too important to be jeopardized by child's play."
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La Politique Francaise

by Ken Aldrich

France stands today as the key-stone of the great political-economic complex of Western Europe. Its participation is indispensable to the life of both NATO and the Common Market. As remote as the possibility of French withdrawal from one or both of these organizations seemed, it cannot, in the last analysis, be entirely discounted. For France today, once the most interna- tionally divided countries not only in Europe, but in the whole of Western civilization. The cleavage of the population into several mutually antagonistic blocs is readily apparent to even the most casual observer. Civil war is ascertained to be, and it is an unprecedented rise in the West. Now, the traditionalists and the extreme right "ultras," he now serves as the "big daddy." His policies have been instrumental in the development of the Common Market which has laid the groundwork for a close European unity.

However, instead of the great vision of a United States of Europe as put forth by many of his colleagues such as M. Yves du Manoir, de Gaulle speaks of a "Europe of Fatherlands," (colony) in which France would be fatherland no. 1, and would serve as the "big daddy." He opposed the idea of any企图 of a collapsing colonial empire into an association of Francophile African states. His proposal has not been so well received because it is an ally would compromise with his national interests. The French nationalism has led to the withdrawal of the overseas empire. There are certain elements of the left, notably Guy Mollet and Alfred Dreyfus, who preferred de Gaulle to the govern-ment's policy of " Algerian colons, etc."

Civil war is averted (1) because even the most casual observer. The majority of the French people were weary and disgusted with the ugly and unjustified suppression of the Algerian aspirations, although an open-ended and influential minority desired to continue the war as an even more relentless battle. In addition to leading France out of the Algerian war, which was a courageous step on de Gaulle's part in that it required him to alienate some of his closest friends and original backers, the president declared that he would not give credit for a number of other accomplishments. He bolstered the economy by stabilizing the ever inflating franc; curbed the excessive and off abuse of the National Assembly; and then doing reduced it to a glorified rubber stamp for executive proposals. He has al- lowed the state to a part of a collapsing colonial empire into an association of Francophile African states. He has been instrumental in the development of the Common Market which has laid the groundwork for close European unity.

However, instead of the great vision of a United States of Europe as put forth by many of his colleagues such as M. Yves du Manoir, de Gaulle speaks of a "Europe of Fatherlands." (Colony) in which France would be fatherland no. 1, and would serve as the "big daddy." He opposed the idea of any attempt of a collapsing colonial empire into an association of Francophile African states. He has been instrumental in the development of the Common Market which has laid the groundwork for close European unity.

Whether de Gaulle can and probably will win the next presidential election--whether this be by the present electoral college or by direct election. The president, however, does not like to share control with the National Assembly. The Fifth Republic, and on several occasions has reported to "popular plebiscites" or the dictatorial use of executive decrees. This, in times of national emergency, tolerable and (2) to permit participation from time to time in mass demonstrations of France-German solidarity. No. 3 is cleverly designed to strengthen his position with the Adenauer clique, whose support is imper-ative for the implementation of his third power bloc schemes; nevertheless, it fails to stir up any enthusiasm among the French people, who still have not for- gotten the bitter days of Nazi occupation. Among the other generation this "palm-branch" sentiment is dying out, even before the Great War of 1914.

DE GAULLE CAN and probably will win the next presidential election--whether this be by the present electoral college or by direct election. The president, however, does not like to share control with the National Assembly. The Fifth Republic, and on several occasions has reported to "popular plebiscites" or the dictatorial use of executive decrees. This, in times of national emergency, tolerable and (2) to permit participation from time to time in mass demonstrations of France-German solidarity. No. 3 is cleverly designed to strengthen his position with the Adenauer clique, whose support is imperative for the implementation of his third power bloc schemes; nevertheless, it fails to stir up any enthusiasm among the French people, who still have not forgotten the bitter days of Nazi occupation. Among the other generation this "palm-branch" sentiment is dying out, even before the Great War of 1914.

DO YOU LIVE NEAR PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE, OR WASHINGTON

For your Thanksgiving vacation, why not fly home on a special Trinity flight offering round trip savings of $17.75.

First Class, Round Trip Fares

Philadelphia - $32.05
Baltimore / Washington - $33.60

For Information and Reservations call DAVID M. SHIELDS

DAVIS - JACOBS TRAVEL SERVICE
246-7221

Pay TV Prohibits Campus From Obtaining Service

OCT. 1 - Because Fraternity houses are not private homes, but Charles Wood, Stations manager. He expressed concern that an area such as Trinity will not be able to take part in the program because there are no places in which to install the TV that fail-ful the requirements of the program - that such TVs may only be installed in private homes.

Because some fraternity houses look very much like private homes, maybe a few will slip by but it will be our intention not to let such a thing happen," he added.

His statement came a week after three Trinity undergraduates were invited to see the Patterson-Liston fight over the Subscription TV program to promote interest in the Subscription TV program on campus. The telecast marked the high point of the world's first large- scale trial of over-the-air Subscription Television introduced last June by Station WHTC, Chan- nel 18. Hartford is the only city presently equipped with such a system, Michael Anderson, William Kores and John Witherington were invited to view the telecast.
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**House Divided?**

The upending of the tradition covered fraternity structure at Williams, as reported in this week’s Editorial Section, raises some challenging questions as to the future of the fraternity system at Trinity.

One can look upon the decision made by the Angevine committee and supported by the Williams trustees as going a step beyond the Trinity College evaluation. The Trinity evaluation, among other things, demonstrated an apparent lack of communication on campus. Failure of communication and lack of participation in the college community was one of the reasons recognized for changing the fraternity system at Williams. As Williams College President John E. Sawyer emphatically put it at a Convocation held last week:

"Perhaps the key question you as undergraduates are being asked is not just whether we can transcend the two campuses that have divided this College, but rather a question that has been asked before — and answered before in American History: whether the time has not come for us to realize we, too, are part of the College rather than just part of the College in the form of a more perfect union.

The severity of the fraternity situation at Williams cannot be compared with fraternity circumstances at Trinity. The dependence of the upperclassmen upon the fraternity system at Williams for the essentials of college life is far greater than at Trinity. Ninety-four per cent of Williams undergraduates were presently receiving food and lodging at the fifteen fraternities on campus. At Trinity, roughly sixty per cent of undergraduates are fraternity members and only a little over twenty per cent of these depend on fraternities for rooming. Unlike Williams where dorms are non-integrated and the communication problem is further compounded by the isolation of the freshmen class, Trinity's dorms are successfully integrated. We seem to be far from the experience that most Williams students oppose the implementation of the Angevine Report recommendations, according to a student petition taken by four Williams fraternity presidents.

In all, 536 students of the three upperclassmen groups comprise over 700 students aligned the petition which expresses their opposition to the college's abolishing fraternity eating and housing, and the erection of student social units by the college.

"At least 90 per cent of each fraternity is against the idea," stated one Williams student. He added that the college "will not definitely go ahead with plans this year, and even next year they may not accomplish anything."

A BIG FACTOR, said one sophomore fraternity member from Trinity, "is the nature of the college project was brought to a quiet close. The "Books for Bir Zeit" campaign, which was sponsored last spring, resulted in the shipment of 22 cartons of books to the Israeli University. Although the Trustees have been discussing the question for a long time, they may be aware now that it is the President who has the responsibility for the educational purpose of Williams.

The Record supports the basic conclusions of the Angevine Report that fraternities have come to exercise a disproportionate role in undergraduate life, and that re-integration of housing, eating, and social facilities into the life of the college would better serve the educational purpose of Williams.

At the same time we feel that there are certain homes, fears and reservations which must be borne in mind when the implementation of the Report is considered.

The fraternity provides very necessary social facilities; a little better food, and a group of people one comes to know by constant association.

A social dormitory system can provide all but the status symbol of being "chosen" by an "elect" group, but the reluctance to give up the assurance that one is in an "elect" group.

At the same time one wonders how the fraternity system at Trinity will be affected by the recent changes. It is the feeling of the Record's editorial board that the future of the fraternity system at Trinity will be more closely tied to the educational philosophy of the college.

As far as the community is concerned, the future of the fraternity system at Trinity is in the hands of the students. If the students feel that the fraternity system serves their educational needs, it will continue. Otherwise, it will disappear. The future of the fraternity system at Trinity will depend on the will of the students. The students must decide whether they want the fraternity system at Trinity to continue or whether they want it to disappear. The future of the fraternity system at Trinity is in the hands of the students.

"In Support of the Future"
Fraternity Role Must Change

The Angevine Report, which has been released by Williams College, is a controversial document that has sparked a great deal of discussion on campus. The report, authored by an anonymous group of students and faculty, calls for significant changes to the fraternity system at Williams, suggesting that fraternities are not fulfilling their intended purpose and are instead creating a culture of exclusion and divisiveness. The report recommends that fraternities be restructured to better align with the values of the college and to enhance the educational experience of all students.

The most significant changes recommended in the report include:

1. **Restructuring Fraternities:** The report suggests that fraternities should be restructured into smaller groups, each with a defined role and purpose. The new groups would be expected to contribute more to the college community and to enhance the educational experience for all students.

2. **Increased Focus on Education:** The report emphasizes the need for fraternities to focus more on education and less on social events. It suggests that fraternities should be held accountable for the educational outcomes of their members.

3. **Elimination of Ranks and Privileges:** The report calls for the elimination of ranks and privileges within fraternities, suggesting that these practices create a culture of exclusion and divisiveness.

4. **Enhanced Accountability:** The report recommends that fraternities be held more accountable for their actions, with more transparency and oversight from the college administration.

5. **Increased Engagement with the Community:** The report suggests that fraternities should engage more with the wider community, contributing more to the local and regional communities.

The report has been met with mixed reactions on campus. Some students and faculty members support the changes recommended in the report, while others are concerned about the implications for social life on campus. The Williams community is currently engaged in a discussion about the future of the fraternity system and the role of fraternities in the college community.

The public response to the report has been varied, with some media outlets expressing support for the changes recommended in the report, while others have been more critical. The Williams community is currently engaged in a process of dialogue and deliberation to determine the future path forward.
Student Views Political Strife in Argentina

A native of Lisbon, Argentina, Henry Whitney '63, presents another student viewpoint of the current Argentina crisis.

by HENRY WHITNEY

IN THE RECENT Argentine crisis, not yet finished, there are many elements typical of Latin America also applicable to the "young nations" of Africa and the East. These elements explain the constant political upheaval and the periodic interventions of the military in the government.

Argentine has a vitality, matching an equal amount of apathy, which well intentioned or not, leads to the outbreak of shooting such as was just seen in Buenos Aires.

Attention, all witty, urbane college students:

Get Lucky!

MAKE $25 or would you like to try for $50?

ENTER LUCKY STRIKE'S "ZANY NEW "Crazy questions" Contest

$50 CASH AWARDS A MONTH. ENTER NOW. HERE'S HOW:

First, think of an answer. Any answer. Then come up with a nutty, surprising question for it, and you've done a "Crazy Question." It's the easy new way for students to make loot. Study the examples below, then do your own. Send them, with your name, address, college and class, to GET LUCKY, Box 64F, Mt. Vernon 10, N. Y. Winning entries will be awarded $25.00. Winning entries submitted on the inside of a Lucky Strike wrapper will get a $25.00 bonus. Enter as often as you like. Start right now!

THE ANSWER:

A MONKEY WRENCH

Wrenched out of a monkey wrench, you can never use it again.

THE QUESTION:

What is the best tool a boy can carry in his pocket?

THE ANSWER:

G.B.S.

Gottlieb B. Steck, of this city.

THE QUESTION:

A one time customer.

THE ANSWER:

Alma Mater

Alma Mater, the name of my mother.

THE QUESTION:

Who's the luckiest guy in college?

THE ANSWER:

Night after night in that log cabin he studied by firelight.

THE QUESTION:

Or stud, please.

THE ANSWER:

a four-bagger

The answer is:

THE QUESTION:

I was a monkey wrench.

THE ANSWER:

The answer is:

WHAT CIGARETTE SLOGAN HAS THE INITIALS GL, LT, GG, . . . ?

The question is: What cigarette slogan has the initials GL, LT, GG . . . ?

This is the best reason to start with Luckies . . . the big reason Lucky smokers stay Lucky smokers. This taste makes Luckies the favorite regular cigarette of college students. Try a pack today. Get Lucky.
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THE ANSWER:

A MONKEY WRENCH

Wrenched out of a monkey wrench, you can never use it again.

THE QUESTION:

What is the best tool a boy can carry in his pocket?

THE ANSWER:

G.B.S.

Gottlieb B. Steck, of this city.

THE QUESTION:

A one time customer.

THE ANSWER:

Alma Mater

Alma Mater, the name of my mother.

THE QUESTION:

Who's the luckiest guy in college?

THE ANSWER:

Night after night in that log cabin he studied by firelight.

THE QUESTION:

Or stud, please.

THE ANSWER:

a four-bagger

The answer is:

THE QUESTION:

I was a monkey wrench.

THE ANSWER:

The answer is:

WHAT CIGARETTE SLOGAN HAS THE INITIALS GL, LT, GG . . . ?

The question is: What cigarette slogan has the initials GL, LT, GG . . . ?

This is the best reason to start with Luckies . . . the big reason Lucky smokers stay Lucky smokers. This taste makes Luckies the favorite regular cigarette of college students. Try a pack today. Get Lucky.
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Bants Lose Crucial Opener Despite Outdistancing Foe

by KEITH WATSON

SEPT. 29 - Despite Sports Illustrated's pre-season prognostications, Trinity's three defensive backs was something less than "obstreperous," as a large Williams line arrived here today in what ten years ago would have been a sun-drenched affair.

The visitors' powerful forward line contained no fewer than seven, 220 lb. tackles, Ben Wagner, and led by Merrill Yavinsky, preceded the20-odd Williams men in the line. Only three defenders around him, right end Winer was the recipient of all two of Taylor's nine second-half passes, however, the average Taylor-Winer gain was only seven yards, and success never seemed to come in the clutch.

The late offensive-outburst allowed Trinity to finish the afternoon with 184 yards gained, while Williams totalled but 182. Thirty yards of the Trin total were credited to just Taylor on 15 of 26 completions.

WITH VIRTUALLY THE SAME PERSONNEL, as the 1961 team, Williams has now held seven second-half possessions through the middle, after his team moved to the 11 with five-yard runs on the opening kickoff Carl Lund was wide of the mark, then booted the extra point to give Williams a 2-0 lead. With the ball at the Williams 28, Trinity led a Bantam resurgence. After halfback John Szumczyk moved to the 11 with five-yard runs on the opening kickoff Carl Lund was wide of the mark, then booted the extra point to give Williams a 2-0 lead. With the ball at the Williams 28, Trinity led a Bantam resurgence. After halfback John Szumczyk moved to the 11 with five-yard runs, the next play Szumczyk ran into a crowd of eight Williams men sewed up the game by intercepting a Taylor pass (kick missed). With the ball at the Williams goal, while fullbacks Ted Guiliano, Winner, and MacDougal lined up in the goal, while fullbacks Ted Guiliano, Winner, and MacDougal were held by the trio of 220 lb. tackles. The Trinity offensive at least was something less than "obstreperous." The contest had to be cancelled. The visitors' powerful forward line contained no fewer than seven, 220 lb. tackles, Ben Wagner, and led by Merrill Yavinsky, preceded the 20-odd Williams men in the line. Only three defenders around him, right end Winer was the recipient of all two of Taylor's nine second-half passes, however, the average Taylor-Winer gain was only seven yards, and success never seemed to come in the clutch.

The late offensive-outburst allowed Trinity to finish the afternoon with 184 yards gained, while Williams totalled but 182. Thirty yards of the Trin total were credited to just Taylor on 15 of 26 completions.

Taylor, who replaced co-captain Ethan Nadel a few plays before then booted the extra point to give the Ephs a 7-0 lead.

WITH THREE MINUTES RE-MAINING in the first half, Chapman picked off, and he ran unmolested only seven yards, and success never seemed to come in the clutch. The late offensive-outburst allowed Trinity to finish the afternoon with 184 yards gained, while Williams totalled but 182. Thirty yards of the Trin total were credited to just Taylor on 15 of 26 completions.

Taylor, who replaced co-captain Ethan Nadel a few plays before then booted the extra point to give the Ephs a 7-0 lead.

Taylor, who replaced co-captain Ethan Nadel a few plays before then booted the extra point to give the Ephs a 7-0 lead.

Taylor, who replaced co-captain Ethan Nadel a few plays before then booted the extra point to give the Ephs a 7-0 lead.
Williams Blanks Trin, 13-0

EPHEMEN EVERYWHERE. In upper panel, outstretched arms of Williams end during Bruce MacDougall barely gets punt off over Saturday's game. Below, Tom Calabrese barely gets punt off over Saturday's game. Below, Tom Calabrese is brought down by a host of Williams defenders, Mike Reily (50) and Jim Sykes (87) make the tackle while two more Purple figures are ready to lend their assistance.

BREATHER: Defensive aces John Wardlaw and Merrill Yavinsky rest on sidelines while Trinity offense tries to move the ball. Both these backs were shuffled in and out of the game all afternoon to try and contain the Williams machine.

TAYLOR IN POCKET: Trinity quarterback, Don Taylor, completed 15 of 23 passes against Williams. Here he is shown unleasing a short toss the pass was away, while Tom Calabrese (22) blocks out a Williams defender.